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The leading English news provider Romania-Insider.com has launched a corporate subscription program for 

companies in partnership with the Hellenic Romanian Bilateral Chamber of Commerce (HRCC), American Chamber 

of Commerce in Romania (Amcham Romania) and British Romanian Chamber of Commerce (BRCC). 

 

Providing its readers with useful, accurate, and timely information is the core purpose and the reason why 

millions of readers from all over the world keep returning to Romania Insider. For 10 years now, they’ve set the 

quality standards of independent journalism in Romania and are the living proof that journalism can be done 

ethically. 

 

“Thanks to the contribution of the first few hundreds of members, we were able to publish articles that were appreciated 

by all of our readers, covering important topics like breaking news related to Covid-19, its impact on business, 

events and travel restrictions, insightful interviews, in-depth analyses and impactful new developments that 

shape the outsourcing landscape in Romania”, says Volker Moser, one of the Co-Founders responsible for Business 

Development. 

 

As a next step, in order to serve the business community specifically with customized tools, Romania Insider has 

started a partnership with the Hellenic Romanian Bilateral Chamber of Commerce (HRCC), American Chamber of 

Commerce in Romania (Amcham Romania) and British Romanian Chamber of Commerce (BRCC), so that all business 

members of these organizations receive free access for the next 8 weeks to the business corporate plan. The offer is 

valid until October 20, 2020 and aims at making business executives and entrepreneurs familiar with the exclusive 

business products offered by Romania Insider. You can find out more about the benefits here 

(https://www.romania-insider.com/membership-corporate-chambers) and register for your free corporate trial 

using the special promo code: HRCC20. 

 

If you like the news coverage and are a frequent reader interested in catching objective news from Romania, then we 

kindly advise you to register for a free trial and test this program for your company. 

 

About Romania Insider 

Since 2010, Romania Insider (https://www.romania-insider.com) has been a free, independent media voice that has 

offered readers from all over the world a vital connection to Romania. We are committed to staying independent from 

commercial and political bias. We're committed to bringing you expert analyses and quality journalism, to help you spot 

emerging opportunities and risks and make informed decisions. 

Companies choose to support our independent media while receiving top value exposure on our platforms, as we are 

keen to understand their business and their targets and offer them media consultancy & additional content creation 

services. 
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